We consider the problem of determining how similar two networks (without known node-correspondences) are. This problem occurs frequently in real-world applications such as transfer learning and change detection. Many networksimilarity methods exist; and it is unclear how one should select from amongst them. We provide the first empirical study on the relationships between different networksimilarity methods. Specifically, we present (1) an approach for identifying groups of comparable network-similarity methods and (2) an approach for computing the consensus among a given set of network-similarity methods. We compare and contrast twenty network-similarity methods by applying our approaches to a variety of real datasets spanning multiple domains. Our experiments demonstrate that (1) different network-similarity methods are surprisingly well correlated, (2) some complex network-similarity methods can be closely approximated by a much simpler method, and (3) a few network similarity methods produce rankings that are very close to the consensus ranking.
Introduction
How similar are two networks assuming we have no known node-correspondences between them? We study a variety of network-similarity methods in crosssectional and longitudinal settings, and address the following questions: (1) How correlated are different network-similarity methods to each other? (2) How can one automatically find groups of methods that behave comparably? (3) How can one select a single consensus method from a group of network-similarity methods?
The study of networked data covers diverse domains from social sciences to physics to biology to information technology. While different networks can share important features, the extent of these similarities is not clear. A network-similarity method is useful for applications such as detecting when the structure of a network has changed; or for determining when a classifier trained on one network may be applied to a different network [8] . A network-similarity method might compare two networks based on simple features such as edge density, or might examine more complex (and computationally burdensome) patterns such as communities.
We consider 20 network-similarity methods applied to a variety of networks from diverse domains. We consider the task of network-similarity ranking, in which one is given a reference network G as well as a set of other networks, and must rank those other networks in order of their similarity to G. Within the context of the ranking application, we present an approach to identify correlations between similarity methods, cluster methods, and select a consensus (or median) ranking from a group of rankings.
Our experiments are two-pronged. First, we apply our approaches to a set of cross-sectional datasets, demonstrating several valuable results. (1) We show that the various similarity methods, although seemingly different, produce well-correlated rankings. (2) We observe that some complex methods can be approximated by a much simpler method. For example, a method that compares random walks from two networks is wellcorrelated with a method that simply measures density. (3) We show that two methods -namely, NetSimile [6] and Random Walk with Restarts -are consistently close to the consensus. Second, we apply our approaches to a set of longitudinal datasets. We consider three datasets, each containing multiple networks aggregated on a daily or monthly basis. Our analysis of these networks reveals complexities in measuring network similarity over time.
We discuss topics such as selecting an appropriate time granularity for longitudinal data. When an appropriate time granularity is used, we again observe high correlations between different network similarity methods.
The major contributions of our paper can be summarized as follows:
• We categorize network-similarity methods and introduce novel approaches for comparing them.
• We conduct the first large-scale empirical study of network-similarity methods. Our experiments demonstrate the following: (1) Different methods are surprisingly well correlated. (2) Some complex methods are closely approximated by much simpler methods. (3) A few methods produce similarity rankings that are close to the consensus ranking.
• We provide practical guidance in the selection of an appropriate network similarity method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We provide some background next. Sections 3 and 4 present our categorization of network-similarity methods and our comparison approaches. These are followed by our experiments and discussion in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. We conclude the paper in Section 7.
Background
Quantifying the difference between two networks is critical in applications such as transfer learning and change detection. A variety of network-similarity methods have been proposed for this task (see Section 3 for details). The roots of this problem can be traced to the problem of determining graph isomorphism, for which no known polynomial-time algorithm exists. The networksimilarity task is much more general. For example, two networks can be similar without being isomorphic. There are many network-similarity algorithms that require known node-correspondences (e.g., DeltaCon [12] and most edit-distance based methods). Others do not require known node-correspondence (e.g., NetSimile [6] and graphlet-based approaches [16] ).
Network Similarity Methods
We categorize a network-similarity method based on two criteria. First, at what level of the network does it operate? Second, what type of comparison does it use? For the first criterion, we define 3 levels: micro, mezzo, and macro. As their names suggest, at the micro-level a method extracts features at the node-or egonet-level; 1 at the mezzo-level it extracts features from communities; and at the macro-level it extracts features from the global/network level. For the second criterion, we have 3 types: vector-based, classifier-based, and matching-based. We describe these types below.
Vector-based methods assign feature vectors F 1 and F 2 to each network G 1 and G 2 , respectively. They define the similarity between G 1 and G 2 as 1 − Canberra(F 1 , F 2 ) [13] . Classifier-based methods first identify a fixed number of structures within each network (such as random walks, communities, or node neighborhoods). For each 1 Egonet is the 1-hop induced subgraph around the node.
, where n is the number of dimensions in U and V . [13] of these structures, they calculate a feature vector describing its structural properties (e.g., the number of edges within a node neighborhood); and label these feature vectors with the name of their respective network. Then, using cross-validation, they determine whether an SVM can accurately distinguish between the feature vectors from network G 1 and the feature vectors from network G 2 . In each round of cross-validation, the test set contains feature vectors from G 1 and G 2 ; and so for each of G 1 and G 2 , they create a length-2 feature vector (respectively, F 1 and F 2 ) describing the fraction of feature vectors from that network that were classified as belonging to G 1 and the fraction that were classified as belonging to G 2 . They define the similarity between G 1 and G 2 as 1 − Canberra (F 1 , F 2 ) . If G 1 and G 2 have very similar local structure, then we expect that SVM will not be able to distinguish between the two classes of feature vectors, and F 1 and F 2 will be very similar. The distance between F 1 and F 2 will be very low, and so the similarity will be high. Conversely, if G 1 and G 2 have very different structures, then the SVM will have high classification accuracy, and a low similarity score.
Matching-based methods use the same structures and feature vectors obtained in the classifier-based methods. However, instead of using a classifier to distinguish between the two classes, they match feature vectors from G 1 with similar feature vectors from G 2 ; and calculate the cost of this matching. Specifically, they create a complete bipartite graph in which nodes in the first part correspond to feature vectors from G 1 and nodes in the second part correspond to feature vectors from G 2 . The weight of an edge in this bipartite graph is the Canberra distance between the corresponding feature vectors. They then find a least-cost matching on this bipartite graph, and the similarity is 1 minus the average cost of edges in the matching. If every feature vector in G 1 has an equal feature vector in G 2 , the cost of the matching is 0, and so the similarity is 1. If the feature vectors from G 1 and G 2 are very different, the matching is more costly and the similarity is low. Table 1 categorizes our network-similarity methods based on the aforementioned two criteria. We briefly describe each of these 20 methods below. Because macro-level methods consider the entire network at once, rather than local sub-structures, it is not possible for such methods to be classifier-or matching-based. More details about these methods is available at http: //eliassi.org/graphcompareTR.pdf.
Vector-based NetSimile [6] first calculates 7 local structural features for each node (backed by various social theories). It then calculates the median and the first four moments of distribution for each feature. These 5 statistics over the 7 features produce a length-35 "signa- apply the Infomap community detection algorithm to the network [18] . For each node n, they identify which community C that node u is in. IMIn creates a length-1 feature vector containing the fraction of each node's neighbors that are in the same community as the node, averaged over all nodes. IMKnown creates a length-1 feature vector containing the fraction of nodes in C that are adjacent to u, averaged over all nodes. IMIn&Known creates a length-2 feature vector containing both of these values. Classification-based AB, BFS, RW, RWR identify 300 communities on each network via the α-β swap algorithm [7] , breadth-firstsearch, random walk without restart, and random walk with 15% chance of restart, respectively. For each of these communities, they calculate a length-36 feature vector including statistics such as conductance, diameter, density, etc. The full feature vector is described in [4] . Matching-based AB-Match, BFS-Match, RW-Match, RWR-Match use the same communities and feature vectors as identified by methods AB, BFS, RW, and RWR. Vector-based Density, Degree, Transitivity create a length-1 feature vector containing the density, average degree, or transitivity of each network. Vector-based Eigenvalues (Eigs) calculates the k largest eigenvalues for each network. As in [6] , we used k = 10. This defines a length-k feature vector. Vector-based LBD computes 3 features from each network [17] . Leadership measures how much the connectivity of the network is dominated by one vertex.
Bonding is simply the transitivity of the network. Diversity calculates the number of disjoint dipoles. Each network is represented by its length-3 vector.
Comparing Network Similarity Methods
We are interested in analyzing the relationships between different network-similarity methods. In particular, we (1) determine the correlations between different methods, (2) locate clusters of methods that behave similarly, and (3) identify methods that produce results that summarize the collection of results. Figure 1 contains an overview of our process. In particular, we approach this problem from the application of network-similarity ranking. In this application, we are given some reference network G r and a collection of comparison networks H 1 , H 2 , · · · , H k . Using a network-similarity method, we calculate the similarity between G r and each H i , and then rank the comparison networks in order of their similarity to the reference network G r . By considering the problem from the perspective of ranking rather than considering raw similarity scores, we are able to compare similarity methods that may generate similarity scores across very different ranges. Given a reference network, a collection of comparison networks, and m network similarity methods, we produce m rankings of the comparison networks. We then compare the m rankings to one another in order to determine similarity between the various methods.
To determine ranking correlations, we find the Kendall-Tau distance between each pair of rankings. Given the rankings from a pair of methods m 1 and m 2 , the Kendall-Tau distance between the rankings is the probability that two randomly selected items from the rankings are in different relative orders in the two rankings. A distance of 0 indicates perfect correlation, a distance of 0.5 indicates no correlation, and a distance of 1 indicates an inverse correlation. To confirm the results obtained by Kendall-Tau, we also calculate correlations using nDCG [9] , which gives greater weight to elements Figure 1 : Flowchart of our two approaches. Both approaches use rankings generated by different similarity methods. In one (top) approach, we use the rankings to correlate and then cluster the network similarity methods. In the second (bottom) approach, we use the rankings to identify a single consensus ranking. appearing near the beginning of the list. For each pair of methods, we calculate nDCG twice, using each of the rankings alternately as the 'true' ranking, and then average the results. To find methods that have comparable behavior, we cluster the methods based on the pairwise KendallTau distances. For this step, we use complete-linkage hierarchical clustering because it tends to produce a dendrogram with many small clusters, which in turn provides insight into which groups of methods are very closely correlated. For each reference network, we perform the complete-linkage hierarchical clustering l times. In our experiments, we used l = 1000. We then select the most common (i.e., representative) dendrogram by (1) considering each dendrogram as a tree without information about clustering order and (2) picking the tree that occurs most frequently out of these l runs as the representative dendrogram. The results of this clustering indicate which groups of methods have comparable behavior. In particular, we are interested in learning whether any complex methods are associated with much simpler methods.
To obtain the consensus ranking, we use the Kemeny-Young method to combine the set of rankings into a single consensus ranking [10] . In this method, m rankings of k items are used to create a k-by-k preference matrix P , where P ij is the number of rankings that rank item i above item j. Next, each possible ranking R is assigned a score by summing all elements P ij for which R ranks i over j. The highest-scoring ranking is considered the consensus. Under the assumption that each ranking is a noisy estimate of a 'true' ranking, the Kemeny-Young consensus is the maximum likelihood estimator of this true ranking. If some similarity method consistently produces rankings that are very close to R, then one can use this method as a representative (i.e., consensus) of the set of methods.
Experiments
This section describes our datasets, methodology, and experiments on cross-sectional and longitudinal data. 
Datasets
We use a variety of network datasets spanning multiple domains. Our experiments are performed on cross-sectional data representing the state of a network at one moment in time; and on longitudinal datasets, each containing multiple copies of a network that changes over time. Tables 2 and 3 present statistics for all of our datasets. Our cross-sectional datasets are as follows. Grad and Undergrad: portions of the Facebook network corresponding to graduate and undergraduate students at Rice University [15] . DBLP: a computer science coauthorship network [1] . LJ1 and LJ2: portions of the LiveJournal blogging network [5] . Enron: the Enron email network [11] . Amazon: a portion of the product co-purchasing network from Amazon.com [14] .
Our longitudinal datasets are as follows. . These three longitudinal datasets each exhibit very different structural characteristics. The Twitter Replies networks are typically very sparse and unstructured: on average, each connected component in these networks contains only 3 elements, and only 2% of the nodes appear in the largest connected component. In contrast, the Twitter Retweets and Yahoo! IM networks have more structure, with, respectively, an average connected component size of 12 and 22, and a largest connected component containing an average of 73% and 59% of the nodes.
Methodology
At the heart of our approach is a set of 20 network-similarity methods described in Section 3. Each of these methods compares two networks and outputs a numerical similarity score.
Experiments on Cross-Sectional Data
We begin by applying our comparison approaches to the 7 cross-sectional datasets and 20 network similarity methods described earlier. We consider each of the 7 networks individually as a reference network. For each reference network, we produce two baseline networks by deleting a random 5% of edges and by rewiring a random 5% of edges in such a way as to preserve degree distribution. We then use the 20 methods to rank the other 8 networks (including the 2 baseline networks) relative to the reference network. We calculate the Kendall-Tau distances between each pair of these 20 rankings. The average Kendall-Tau distance between rankings, over all networks and all metrics, is 0.28 with a standard deviation of 0.14. Recall that a distance of 0 indicates perfect correlation. The average nDCG correlation (with 1 indicating the highest possible correlation) is 0.93, with a standard deviation of 0.06. Figure 2 contains the Kendall-Tau distances between the different methods for the case when DBLP was used as a reference graph. For brevity, we have omitted the heatmap depicting the nDCG correlations. Surprisingly, the different methods are usually correlated with one another even though they have different objective functions. Methods RW and RWR have an average Kendall-Tau distance across all networks of 0.09, and an average nDCG correlation of 0.99. This low distance (or alternatively, high correlation) is expected because the two methods are very similar; but in other cases, the results are more surprising. For instance, NetSimile and RWR have an average Kendall-Tau distance of 0.12 and an average nDCG of 0.99, despite having very different objective functions.
For each Kendall-Tau correlation calculation, we also calculate the accompanying p-value. Across all experiments, at p = 0.1, 50% of the methods have a significant correlation. Heatmaps showing the significant correlations are available at http://eliassi.org/ graphcompareTR.pdf.
Next, we cluster the methods using completelinkage hierarchical clustering on the pairwise KendallTau distances. Here, we are interested in learning Table 5 : Five methods that produced the closest rankings to the consensus ranking. NetSimile (or a variation) and RWR occur in every list. whether groups of complex methods are associated with simpler, more intuitive methods. For each reference network, we perform the clustering 1000 times and select the most common dendrogram. We observe certain clusters across many of these dendrograms. Table 4 lists clusters observed in four or more clusters out of the seven considered. Some clusters contain a mix of both complex as well as simple methods. For example, RW-Match, RWR-Match, and BFS-Match behave very much like the much simpler Density method.
This suggests that for frequent network similarity tasks, one could use the computationally more efficient Density method as a replacement for these computationally intensive community-based methods. Lastly, we apply the Kemeny-Young method to obtain a single consensus ranking. Table 5 lists the five similarity methods that are closest to this consensus for each network, as measured by Kendall-Tau distance. NetSimile (or one of its variations) and RWR appear in the top five positions for each network. RWR has an average Kendall-Tau distance of 0.06 from the consensus, averaged over all networks. However, RWR has an average Kendall-Tau distance of 0.21 from the other similarity methods. This suggests that it is consistently close to the consensus (i.e., median) ranking, but not because it is simply close to the other rankings in general. A user interested in selecting a single representative method for network similarity ranking should thus simply select NetSimile or RWR.
Experiments on Longitudinal Data
In these experiments, each dataset contains multiple networks aggregated monthly (Twitter Retweets) or daily (Yahoo IM and Twitter Replies). Previous work [6] identified an anomalous network in each of these datasets, which upon examination, proved to correspond to important real-world events such as the Iranian presidential elections exhibited online in the Twitter Retweets graph. For each of these datasets, we use these anomalous networks as the reference networks. The choice of the reference network is not a key element of our study. Similar to before, we produce baseline versions of the reference networks by deleting and rewiring edges.
We next calculate the Kendall-Tau distances between the rankings produced by the different methods. Figures 3 and 4 show correlations on Twitter Replies and Twitter Retweets (Yahoo! IM behaves similarly to Twitter Retweets). The distances between methods on these datasets are higher than the distances seen on the cross-sectional datasets (so the correlations are lower). The distances on the Twitter-Retweet datasets are still low, indicating positive correlations, and the distances on Yahoo! IM are also generally below 0.5. On the Twitter Replies dataset, however, the distances are typically all very close to 0.5, indicating no correlation. When calculating correlations with nDCG, we again observe that Twitter Replies has the lowest correlations of all three datasets. On Twitter-Retweet, we observe an average nDCG correlation of 0.91 with a standard deviation of 0.06; on Yahoo! IM, we observe an average nDCG correlation of 0.87 with a standard deviation of 0.07; and on Twitter Replies, we observe an average nDCG correlation of 0.83 and a standard deviation of 0.06.
We calculate p-values for the Kendall-Tau correlations at the p = 0.1 level. On Twitter Retweets, 36% of the correlations are significant, on Twitter Replies, 23% are significant, and on Yahoo IM, 74% are significant. As with the cross-sectional data, plots showing these significance values are available at http://eliassi.org/ graphcompareTR.pdf.
To answer the question of why correlations on the longitudinal datasets are lower than on the crosssectional data, we formulate two hypotheses. First, we consider the possibility that the ranking methods agree on the top ranked items (which are arguably the most important items), but disagree on the other items, leading to a low overall correlation. To analyze this, we calculated the overlap between the top-5 elements of each ranking. Even when we only consider the top elements from each ranking, we observed significant disagreements between the methods. Second, we consider the possibility that the time-step used to generate each of the networks (particularly on the daily datasets) may have been too small, resulting in networks that are unstructured sets of edges. Such lack of structure might make it impossible for a similarity method to produce a reasonable ranking. We consider this hypothesis next.
Dataset Aggregation. We explore our second hypothesis (i.e., the longitudinal networks are just a set of dyads) by aggregating our three datasets on a larger time scale. For both Yahoo! IM, we aggregate its 28 networks on a weekly basis and on a four-day basis. For Twitter Replies, we aggregate its 30 networks on a weekly basis and on a three-day basis. For these newlyaggregated datasets, we choose the reference graph by using the network that contains the reference network from the original dataset.
We also aggregate the networks cumulatively. For instance, the cumulative datasets for networks Yahoo! IM and Twitter Replies contain 28 and 30 networks, respectively, where the first network contains the data from the first day, the second network contains the data from the first two days, the third network contains the network from the first three days, and so on. Twitter Retweets contains 5 networks, where the first contains the data from the first month, the second from the first two months, and so on. For these three cumulative datasets, we select the reference graph to be the final network. Figure 5 contains the Kendall-Tau distances between rankings obtained by aggregating the Twitter Replies data on a weekly basis. Results for Yahoo! IM, and those obtained by aggregating networks on a threeor four-day basis are similar. The correlations here are much higher than in the daily version of these datasets, suggesting that once a network has sufficient structure, the ranking methods will agree. Figure 6 contains the Kendall-Tau distances over the cumulatively aggregated datasets for Twitter Replies. The correlations here are astoundingly high, and every correlation is significant at the p = 0.1 level, indicating that the different methods are producing almost identical rankings. We see similar behavior on the Yahoo! IM cumulative dataset, where 97% of the correlations are significant at p = 0.1. On the Twitter Retweets cumulatively aggregated dataset, we see that 63% are significant at p = 0.1, while methods Eigs, IMIn, IMKnown, and IMIn&Known are different from the others, but very well-correlated with one another.
Next, we again perform complete-linkage hierarchical clustering on these seven aggregated datasets. We observe only two clusters that appear in more than half of the aggregated datasets: the cluster containing the three InfoMap methods, and the cluster containing the three InfoMap methods and Eigenvalues. Recall that these four methods are the only macro-level methods. Finally, we compute the Kemeny-Young consensus rankings. Figure 7 contains a heatmap depicting the Kendall-Tau distance of each method from the consensus, for each aggregated dataset. The NetSimile-Match method, a variation of NetSimile, is consistently close to the consensus across these seven datasets. Interestingly, we saw that on our original cross-sectional experiments, some variation of NetSimile was also consistently close to the consensus across the different networks.
Discussion
Our results demonstrate that various network-similarity methods behave very similarly, even though they often have very different objective functions. On crosssectional data, where differences between networks are clear, the different network similarity methods produce highly correlated rankings. On longitudinal datasets (such as Twitter Replies and Yahoo! IM), the methods were less correlated. When aggregating networks on a three-or four-day basis, or a weekly-basis, we once again observe higher correlations between rankings. We also saw that correlations on the Twitter Retweets dataset, which was aggregated on a monthly-basis, were fairly high. We draw several conclusions from these results. First, the use of a complex network similarity method is often unnecessary. We saw on the cross-sectional data that many complex methods, such as BFS-Match, RW-Match, and RWR-Match, were highly correlated with a much simpler method, such as Density. In such cases, one can use the simpler, computationally efficient method as a substitute for the more costly methods. Second, it is critical to identify networks using data collected over an appropriate time-interval. On networks aggregated daily, we saw that the network-similarity methods produced very different rankings. We hypothesized that this was due partly to the lack of structure in networks that were too 'young' (i.e., were a set of dyads). When we aggregated the same data over larger time-steps, we observed a large increase in correlations. We are currently studying the problem of determining how to calculate sufficiently long time-intervals; and are considering methods such as inspecting the degree distribution, triangle count, or diameter. Third, when networks are very similar, the biases of different network similarity methods emerge, resulting in lower correlations. When comparing networks that are different, one can use a simple method. When comparing networks that are very similar, such as different snapshots of the same network, selection of a single network similarity method becomes more challenging. In such a case, one can use the Kemeny-Young consensus as a summary of a variety of different rankings.
Conclusions
We introduced approaches for comparing and contrasting network-similarity methods. We conducted the first large-scale empirical study of network-similarity methods on both cross-sectional and longitudinal graphs. Our experiments demonstrated the following: (1) Different methods are surprisingly well correlated. (2) Some complex methods are closely approximated by much simpler methods. (3) A few methods produce similarity rankings that are very close to the consensus ranking.
Moreover, we provided practical guidance in the selection of an appropriate network similarity method.
Future directions for this work include extending the methods to other types of networks, including signed, directed, or weighted networks. The major challenge in this direction is generalizing existing network similarity methods for such networks.
